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The MCA ver.3 is a basic Gamma Spectrometer and Scintillation Counter Survey Meter. It has low power 

consumption, fast response alert, ergonomic enclosure and a readable in daylight LCD screen. The counter made 

for prospecting radioactive samples and making gamma spectrum in situ for the initial tests of the samples. MCA 

ver.3 it's not a RIID, but it can give you an overall impression of the gamma energy emitted from the sources.   

MCA ver. 3 Technical Specifications: 

• MCA & CPS Survey Meter with gamma doserate 

• MCA 10bit 1024 Channels ADC 

• Default Energy Range: 26keV-3000keV 

• 2 sigma alert in scintillation mode for fast search 

• CPS standard deviation calibration can be triggered from menu 

• In scintillation mode beeps on every 5-50 particle, can be switched to mute or alert only 

• Internal Flash memory for spectrum CSV storage 

• Engineering Menu  

• USB communication for spectrum data download and calibration with MCA Terminal 

• USB Gamma Spectrum Live Mode with MCA Terminal 

• Display 128 x 64 dots, readable in daylight 

• Battery: 1000mAh 3.7V USB rechargeable & replaceable 

• Recommended Maximum Count Rate for Spectra < 1000 CPS 

• Survey Meter CPS count rate <10000 CPS 

• High Voltage driver: 600V-1000V for ~100Meg probe load 

• Pulse amplifier with adjustable gain ration 

• On/Off with long press on the button 
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Please note, MCA does not support hot plug of the probe! Connect / disconnect the probe only after 

the MCA is powered off and at least 10 seconds passed to allow HV capacitors discharge! 

The document describes calibration process for the hardware and for the software of the MCA you may need to 

perform, if you change a NaI(Tl) probe, or if you want to setup the non-calibrated MCA device.  

Any scintillation crystal always has some light output brightness difference. Any photomultiplier tube from the 

same batch can come with noticeable gain tolerance even on the same high voltage bias. If you are using an old 

stock or surplus-sale probe, settings for similar probes can vary. The performance of the gamma spectrometer is 

strictly depending on your NaI(Tl) scintillation probe specifications and hardware/software calibration of the 

unit.   

For hobby and education people often uses old stock or surplus-sale items to assemble their own detectors, that 

makes project specifications unpredictable. 

On the first review, make sure your NaI(Tl) probe has compatible wiring and divider total resistance ~100 Mega 

ohm. The MCA supports 2-wire configuration wiring for positive high voltage: 

 

Fig.1 

One of the possible wirings is shown on the Fig.1 for R6095 Hamamatsu tube. Capacitors are 10nF-100nF 1kV, 

resistors are 12x10Meg. Metal enclosure and magnetic shield are recommended for probe. In some circumstances 

mu-metal and probe enclosure must pass degaussing treatment to release magnetization of the metal caused by 

long-term storage.  

The MCA high voltage output can be adjusted to 600V-1000V and it fit low-voltage range PMT tubes. Please 

avoid shorting high voltage on BNC socket and do not use hot plug of the probe because HV arcing across the 

BNC jack can ruin sensitive electronics. Recommended BNC cable part number CT2942-100. Recommended 

BNC jack for probe is 31-221-RFX.  

For complete calibration prepare oscilloscope, multimeter, computer, set of isotopes for channel-to-energy 

calibration, patience☺ 

It’s recommended to obtain an oscilloscope 500Msa/s or better to verify you get correct pulses and low noise.  
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To perform hardware calibration please open enclosure and make scope probe connection to TP1 on the main 

board. 

Pulse shape and pulse timings must meet requirements for compatibility with the MCA analog to digital converter. 

Signal shape and tube bias high voltage can be adjusted on the HV module PCB. Connect an oscilloscope to the 

signal output and set the scope for 20uS time base and 200mV resolution. Connect the NaI(Tl) probe wired with 

high impedance divider and power up the MCA. 

 

 

Fig.2 

Apply low activity Cs-137 source on the crystal and adjust high voltage with POT#1 to get visible photomultiplier 

pulses on scope. On the first step you need to set pulse rise and fall(decay) time. Figure #3 show the typical normal 

PMT pulse shape that you may get from SIG OUT. Amplitudes of a random pulses will be different, depend on 

energy of a detected particle. However, the rise and decay time will stay approximately same.  

• Set rise time with POT#2 to about 5-7us 

• Set total decay time with POT#3 to about 20-50us 

• Re-adjust POT#1 high voltage to set Cs-137 662kev maximum amplitude to about 800mV 

Why I suggest using Cs-137 source? Because it has photopeak on 662keV that you can refer as a maximum 

shown amplitude of all pulses you see on the scope when you apply the source. Compton and backscattering stay 

all on lowest amplitudes range. You can change 662keV amplitude with adjusting high voltage and set it 

approximately between 0.25-0.35 ratio of the 3000mV range. 
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Fig.3 

Make sure the total gain of the system is not too high, i.e. if you see that 90% of the pulses are clipped from top 

it means you must reduce HV and readjust rise/fall time. For example, if you use probe with R6095 Hamamatsu 

tube then usually it works fine with 700V-750V high voltage bias. However exact settings are depending on tube 

sample. Look on scope results to verify pulse shape and total gain. Cs-137 needs to be your reference point for 

the gain settings. 

Here is the video example for Cs-137 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYVB7kEfWew  

You can see maximum amplitude in the Youtube video is about 800mV, rise time ~8us, decay time ~60us. Very 

close example for the recommended values, compare with yours and set rise time 5-7us, decay time 20-50us, 

maximum amplitude of Cs-137 is 600-800mV. 

TP1 – here you read & connect the signal from SIG OUT 

TP2 – reference voltage for the ADC, read as 3000mV 

TP3 – ADC input (will be discussed later) 

TP4 – detect threshold level, you need to set with the TP4 potentiometer to the smallest DC level of the pulses 

you want the MCA will count. Depend on your tube noise and lowest energies range, you can set between 10mV-

100mV. Apply Am-241 source and look on the LCD you can get the detectable Am-241 peak. If you have strong 

PMT noise on low energy range you can set the first digitized ADC channel in menu, see SET MIN CH in 

software settings, default is 10. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYVB7kEfWew
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Fig.4 

Now set scope probe to TP3 and verify the ADC input pulses has flat top and it synchronized with TP1 pulses 

on the rising edge. You need 2 channels scope to see the synchronization happen. If you not set rise/fall time as 

recommended, then you will see bumps or pulse tails on the TP3 ADC. Here is the video example of correctly 

set system with synchronization: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlvEwcRLneo  

 

Fig.5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlvEwcRLneo
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After you finish with the initial hardware calibration you can check and verify menu settings description: 

RESTART – restart new spectrum, all previous data of current spectrum will be erased. 

RETURN – exit from menu without making and changes. 

SAVE SPECTRUM – will write spectrum to internal memory on demand. Require if you want to safe 

the data manually before spectrum acquisition timer overflow. 

VIEW SPECTRUM – you can load any previously saved spectrum to the LCD. 

IDENTIFY – will run isotope identify test on the currently collected / loaded spectrum (see calibration 

instruction below). May work for Cs-137, Co-60 and Am-241 only. 

RUN TERMINAL – activate USB-UART terminal for accepting calibration commands, active only 

when connected to USB port. 

LCD ZOOM RANGE – set LCD to show 128-1024 channels zoom. First channel to show is 1. 

MODE – toggle between working modes: MCA, Scintillation Counter, USB spectrum log, Calibrating 

standard deviation. 

Scintillation Mode (SCI) allows you to use your NaI(Tl) probe for searching of low contaminated areas. Standard 

Deviation can be triggered by setting CAL mode and the software will run 5 minutes self-calibration to calculate 

average and standard deviation for your probe. Calibration need to be performed on natural background without 

introducing any sources around. When you start field measurement walk with CPS scintillation counter it’s 

recommended to run 5 minutes calibration because of temperature changes between outside environment 

and room temperature. Light output of the crystal is slightly changing with temperature, that’s why for 

accurate search it’s better to perform standard deviation and mean recalibration before every field 

searching day in situ.  

  

During calibration you’ll see screen with following data accumulated/calculated: 

 

Σ=x…x00 (summing of CPS) 

ẋ = xxx (result for mean) 

Ϭ = xxx (result for standard deviation) 

 

To avoid floating point calculation the result is presented in result*100 form. That mean standard deviation of 123 

should be read as 1.23 CPS. After calibration done, the MCA will show mean and standard deviation result for 10 

seconds and will automatically restart. It will use calculated values for triggering alert during searching. Mean 

and standard deviation are saved to memory but cannot be seen later through menu. 
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USB-UART commands list and calibration: 

Download MCA Terminal for software calibration and data logging.  

https://rhelectronics.net/store/mca-terminal.html  

 

You can perform channel-to-energy calibration, download and view CSV spectrum from device memory, erase 

entire memory, set min/max detection channel, set dose rate coefficient, toggle between linearization and 

polynomial energy calibration, view saved polynomial data.  

When you connect the MCA to USB the drivers for port will be installed automatically.  

For hardware unit firmware calibration:  

• Use low speed connection (High Baud Rate – DESELECT)  

• Activated RUN TERMINAL in hardware menu and connect the software 

• Change settings 

In low baudrate connection it possible to change hardware energy calibration, toggle linearization or polynomial 

calibration type, set doserate coefficient, set min/max channel number to cut noise, download and erase internal 

spectrum data. 

For live spectrum data:  

• Use high speed connection (High Baud Rate – SELECTED) 

• Activate USB MODE in menu and connect the software 

• Press START / STOP 

• USB live mode is recommended to activate with fully charged battery and to use USB isolation 

ADUM module for less noise, but it’s not mandatory. 

 

 

 

https://rhelectronics.net/store/mca-terminal.html
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How to download saved spectrum from the device memory? 

Run Terminal in menu and connect the device for software calibration with low baud rate speed in MCA 

Terminal. Select spectrum number from the drop-down menu and press green download icon. After spectrum 

downloaded, press green spectrum build icon. 

  

How to get channel/energy points for calibration? 

Prepare set of isotopes that has known energy peaks in requested range where you are going to calibrate the 

MCA.  

 

Fig.7 

For example, you can use Am-241 59keV, Ba-133 356keV, Cs-137 662keV, Co-60 1173kev and 1332keV, 

Eu-152 1408keV or K-40 1460keV. For higher energies points you can refer Ra-226 1760keV or Th-232 

2614keV. 

When you set 3 points in Energy Calibration tab of the MCA terminal, press “Calibrate” and the software 

will re-calibrate downloaded spectrum. If you want to apply changes to the hardware unit, select “Upload 

Data Points”. Hardware unit calibration possible in low baud rate connection only. Remember to toggle the 

unit into polynomial calibration type. 

        

      Isotope Identification. 

MCA ver.3 is not RIID device. The device is survey meter with simple spectrometer mode to allow initial 

test of samples in situ. If energy calibration is performed correctly, the MCA can identify photopeak of Cs-

137 662keV, Am-241 59keV or Co-60 1332keV + 1172keV isotopes. The process is experimental mode for 

room temperature and not guaranteed for correct detection in all situations.  

The software analyzes detected peak, subtract background, perform calculation for FWHM, peak area, 

Gaussian centroid, maximum value and etc. Based on these calculations the software decides if it deals with 

a valid energy peak for detection.   
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Firmware Updating: 

Download MPLAB IDE and install programmer software MPLAB IPE Integrated Programming 

Environment for Pickit-3 

http://microchipdeveloper.com/ipe:installation  

If you don’t see the discussed left panel controls in the IPE then press Settings –Advanced Mode and login 

with password “microchip” 

 

Fig.9 

Select PIC18F26K22 device and your Pickit-3 tool. On the MCA board remove programming jumper and 

connect Pickit-3 programmer with 5 jumper wires as shown on the diagram below: 

 

http://microchipdeveloper.com/ipe:installation
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Fig.10 

Navigate into POWER section of the IPE and set as shown on the following screenshot. Remember to tick 

“Power Target Circuit from Tool”. 

 

Fig.11 

Go back to OPERATE section. In SOURCE line click BROWSE and select firmware hex file. Then press 

CONNECT to the device and confirm “OK” on voltage warning. After Pickit-3 is connected, press PROGRAM. 

After programming is finished remember to install back the Jumper link and wires to control board. 

 

USB to GX-12 cable pinout: the diagram has pinout for the female socket on cable. 

 

 

 


